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PROFESSIONAL AIR STYLER WITH 6 ATTACHMENTS:

A. Concentrator

B. Curling iron

C. Point roll brush

D. Big roll brush

E. Half brush

F. Shrinkable style brush

Dear Customer.

Please read this user manual carefully before using your curling brush, paying particu-
lar attention to the safety notes on this and the following page! Keep the user manual 
safe for future reference.

AIRSTYLER 1000W

Your new hairstyle is the perfect tool to achieve suitable styling. It has 6 interchangeable ac-
cessories to easily straighten your hair. It is powerful enough to dry your hair and style it at 
the same time.

CHANGING ACCESSORIES

• Push the button on the side of the curling brush body to the position marked.

• Remove the accessory you wish to change.
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• Push the accessory you require on to the body by applying light pressure and 
rotate the body to the position marked. You will hear the accessory click into 
place.

• Concentrator (Figure A)

• The concentrator drives the flow of air to dry the small areas of the hair.

• Curling iron (figure B)

• The curling iron attachment helps you style your waves naturally.

• Point roll brush (figure C)

• Before curling, lay strands of hair firmly over the brush and brush through 
thoroughly from the roots to the ends, and then roll up the hair strands to form 
a curl. Now switch on the curling brush (setting 1 or 2 ) and allow the hot air to 
work on the curled hair until it is dry.

• Big roll brush (figure D)

• The big roll brush with metal barrel and ball tips for all types of styles helps 
smoothing and straightening hair with volume and curls.

• Half brush (figure E)

• The half brush special design ensures that the warm air is directed at the scalp, 
creating a maximum lift near the roots and giving optimum body to your hair. It 
also helps you shape your style easily.

• Shrinkable style brush (figure F): The bristles can be retracted allowing easy 
removal of the brush once the curls have dried.

THE COOL BOTTOM & CARE PROGRAMMER:

Push the cool button of your airstyler to blow cool air. Press down the switch and push it to 
the front of the care program that can be used with both setting of the airflow slide switch

SAFETY CAUTIONS:

1. Do not block the air intake or outlet areas during use. Blocking the airflow can result in 
overheating, which may cause burns or mechanical damage. Rolling a large bunch of hair 
around the brush will not allow proper curling and also block the air outlet

2. If the hand blocks the air intake during use, for example, when the thermal switch may 
function and turn off the device. This does not mean the device has been damaged. It 
should shorty function normally. However another occurrence of this sequence can dam-
age the appliance.

3. When the styler is switched on, do not leave it near bedding paper or other combustible 
objects. Also do not use the styler near gas or other highly combustible items.
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4. Avoid dropping the device or subjecting it to excessive shock. Do not pull the cord with 
unnecessary force.

5. After use, switch the styler off then unplug the cord from the receptacle.

6. Wipe the housing clean with natural detergent. Do not use thinner or benzene. Do not 
directly apply hair oils or lotions to the brush or comb (indirect contact from the hair is 
permissible) do not store near such cosmetic attachments as they may deform the hous-
ing comb and brush.

7. Does not use in a bath area or with wet hands. Do not store in a damp area.

8. If damage occurs during use, the motor will not function properly. The warm air flow will 
stop. If another abnormality occurs, cut off the power supply immediately and have the 
device repaired by an authorized repairman. Do not tamper with the inner mechanism.

WARNING:

1. If the supply cord is damaged, it must be replaced at the manufacturer of its ser-
vice agent or a similar qualified person in order to avoid any hazard.

2. This appliance is not intended for use by persons (including children) with reduced 
physical, sensory or mental capabilities.

3. Children should be supervised to ensure that do not play with the appliance.

4. When the hair dryer is used in the bathroom unplug it after use since the proxim-
ity of water presents a hazard even when the hairdryer is switch off.

5. Never submerge or wet the dryer

6. Do not use this appliance near water in bathtubs basins or other vessels.

Correct Disposal of this product

This marking indicates that this product should not 
be disposed with other household wastes throughout 
the EU. To prevent possible harm to the environment 
or human health from uncontrollable waste disposal, 
recycle it responsibly to promote the sustainable reuse 
of material resources or return it to collection points 
or contact the retailer from which the product was 
purchased so they can take it for environmental safe 
recycling.


